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TOOL #1 SALAD SPINNER

The most used tool in my kitchen!

The salad spinner will save you a ton of time on prepping

salad greens and cooking greens alike. The spinners come

with the basket that you place the greens into and rinse under

cold water. After a good rinsing you place the basket into the

bowl and secure the lid in place. Different spinners use various

ways to spin the basket but you want to at least spin your

green for 15-20 seconds. Once the spinner stops remove the

basket and pour the excess water from the bowl. Rinse and

dry the bowl and pour your nice clean and dried green into

the bowl awaiting for you to prepare.

Farmhouse Kitchen tip:
You can use your salad spinner bowl and lid to store your

completed salad in the refrigerator. 



TOOL #2 CLEAN PRODUCE
BAGS

Specificity designed to store fresh

produce.

Produce bags can be made from organic cotton, mesh

or plastic bags. For items such as Tomatoes and melons

its best to store in cotton drawstring bag and not

placed in the refrigerator until you slice them. It's good

to have several and in different sizes. 

Green Bags

You can find these produce bags "Green Bags" online .

these are bags that are design to help keep your fresh

produce stay fresh in the fridge.  One of the things I

really like about green bags is they last a long time. You

rinse them out and reuse them. 



TOOL # 3 STEAMER

 A healthy,

veritable kitchen appliance.  

Steamed fresh vegetables are a delicious way to serve up

some amazing dishes. Summer and Winter squash,

broccoli, cauliflower and new potatoes are some of my

favorites to steam. Easy to operate and so much healthier for

you than fried foods. Don’t be afraid to mix those vegetables

for steaming and you can throw in some fresh herbs right on

top for added flavor.



TOOL #4 LARGE SAUTÉ PAN

 Look for sauté pans that have a metal

handle so you can transfer them to the

oven for roasting. 

A good quality sauté pan is a corner stone in any

kitchen. A large 12" pan can handle a family serving

size of sauté kale, swiss chard and spinach. Throw in

some cooked pasta and even a diced chicken

breast and you have a healthy favorful meal for your

family in minutes.

 

The larger size sauté pan can also be used to roast

tomatoes with olive oil and rosemary. So many ways

you will use this large pan with all the goodness

from your farmbox. 



TOOL #5 DUTCH OVEN

These pots are heavy duty and last a

lifetime. 

These are large mostly cast iron pots coated in

hard enamel. They are great for making soups, stews,

beans and yes cooking greens in. You can also use them

for baking no knead beads and cooking pot roast. The

heavy cast iron make them great for holding a

consistent temperature while cooking. They are large

enough to make family size soups and stews with plenty

left over for the freezer.



TOOL #6 FREEZER BAGS

Buy good quality freezer bag to help

prevent freezer burn.

One of the many wonderful advantages of your

farmbox is there is often times too much food to eat in

a week! In the spring and fall there are lots of greens

most of which can be frozen with just 60 seconds in

boiling water and than ice bath. In the summer season

Corn, heirloom tomatoes and squash can be easily

preserved in the freezer.  

FARMHOUSE TIP:
After your remove your vegetables from the ice bath

pat them dry lay them on a parchment paper lined

cookie sheet.  Put the cookie sheet in the freezer for

1 hour. Remove it and place the vegetables in a

freezer baggie. This keeps your vegetables from

clumping together when frozen.


